[Surgical Devices for Minimally Invasive Cardiac Surgery(MICS)].
Minimally invasive cardiac surgery(MICS)rapidly has become popular in recent years. To perform meticulous surgical procedures in the limited space, specially designed surgical instruments are very useful. For excellent exposure of the surgical target, thoracoscopic system with high imaging quality such as 4K or 3D HD endoscopy is often used. An articulated rib spreader and/or soft tissue retractor is also useful since those instruments do not interfere with other surgical instruments. A suture catcher is used to pull traction sutures through the chest wall. There are various types of atrial retractor designed for MICS. For fine manipulation in the limited space, long-shafted forceps, needle holders, and scissors are necessary. Those instruments reach deeply located targets and do not interfere surgeon's and endoscopic view or other instruments. A knot pusher is another essential device to tie knots through a small incision. The automatic tying device is available outside the country. For cardiopulmonary bypass, cannulas designed for peripheral access are used. Most of those cannulas have multiple side holes that work well for excellent perfusion and drainage. There are also specially designed aortic cross-clamps. To make surgeons more comfortable and improve quality of MICS, surgical devices for MICS need to be further innovated.